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Root vectors in quantum groups

Nanhua Xi

The root vector defined in [Ll-2] plays a fundamental rôle in quantum group
theory. However even for some simple questions, such as the number of root
vectors, the relations between root vectors, etc., we know little. There are several

formulas concerned with the coproducts of root vectors in [AJS, KR, LS]. Thèse

formulas are important, but for many purposes it is inconvénient to use them,
because thèse formulas in fact are not formulas in quantum group but in certain

complétions of quantum groups and are involved products of infinité sums. It seems

also no explicit formula for the antipode of a root vector at hand. The arguments
in the remarkable work [AJS] show that for a quantum group it is valuable to hâve

formulas (in the quantum group) of coproducts and antipodes of root vectors.
Therefore it is necessary to understand root vectors further. This paper is motivated

by the work [AJS].
In this paper, we prove that for a root vector, certain présentation is unique (see

Theorem 4.4 (ii) and Lemma 4.2). The uniqueness of the présentation is useful to

prove that root vectors are linearly independent and can be used to get some

explicit formulas concerned with root vectors, for example, coproduct formulas.
The uniqueness of the présentation also can be used to count root vectors. Other
known présentations of root vectors are not effective for thèse purposes. In this

paper we also prove that for a root vector there exists a unique shortest élément (in
a reasonable sensé) in the Weyl group attached to it (see Theorem 4.4 (iii) and

Proposition 2.12 (i)). Using Theorem 4.4 (ii) and Proposition 4.8 we get an explicit
formula for the coproduct of a root vector in a quantum group of type A.
Unfortunately it is not easy to get such a formula for other types in gênerai.

The contents of the paper are as follows. In section 1 we recall some basic

définitions and fix notations. We also list some formulas for later uses. In section
2 we prove some results about root Systems. Some of them are needed in sections

4 and 5. For the possible generalizations of the results in section 4, we also consider

infinité root Systems. In section 3 we give several lemmas which are important for
our proof of the main resuit in technique. Lemma 3.2 is originally proved for type
A, D, E by Lusztig in [L3] based on the relations between quantum groups and
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Root vectors m quantum groups 613

quivers. In this paper we prove the lemma in gênerai by a simpler way. Lemma 3.5

is an essential ingrédient for the proof of Lemma 4.2, which implies that root
vectors are linearly independent. In section 4 we give the main resuit Theorem 4.4
which was explained before. We also get an explicit formula (Theorem 4.7) for the

antipode of a root vector and give an upper bound for the number of root vectors
(see Proposition 4.8). In section 5 we restrict ourselves to type A. We get an explicit
formula (Theorem 5.5) for the coproduct of a root vector by using Theorem 4.4 (ii)
and Proposition 4.8. (A very spécial case was treated in [R].) We finally list some
commutation formulas for some root vectors (see 5.6), which are ^-analogue of
similar formulas in universal enveloping algebras.

We only discuss root vectors of positive roots since through the homomorphism
Q (see 1.3 (a)) ail results can be transfered to those concerned with the root vectors
of négative roots.

1. Introduction

We recall some basic concepts.

1.1. Let R be an irreducible root System with simple roots a, (1 ^ i £ ri), R v and

a,v be the corresponding dual. Then (atJ)x^l%J^n is a Carten matrix, where

atJ &lt;a/, a, &gt;. Assume that we are given integers dl e (1,2, 3} (1 ^ / £ ri) such that
dtatJ djûj,. The quantum group U over Q(v) (v is an indeterminate) associated to
(atJ) is an associative algebra over Q(v) generated by EnFt,Ki9K~l (1 £i£ri)
which satisfy the ^-analogue of Serre relations (see for example, [L2]). The algebra
U is in fact a Hopf algebra, the coproduct A, antipode S, counit e are defined as

follows:

A(Et) £,®

S(Et) -K~lEn S(Ft) -
£(£,)= 6(F,)=0, £(*,) 1.

1.2. The root vectors in U are defined through éléments of the Weyl group and

some automorphisms of U (see [L2]). We recall the définition.

Let W be the Weyl group of !Ê generated by simple reflections st 1 £ ir £ ri)
which are defined by st (a) =a-(a,a/v)a/,ae R. For each i the automorphism
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TS[ Tt is defined by Lusztig as follows (see [L2]):

TtEt -F,Ki9 T.Ej £ - \)rv-t&apos;EPEjE?, if i

where E™=E?I[N]\, F™ F?/[N]&apos;dl, [0^ 1, [N]&apos;di [l]dt[2]di... [N]di if
JV ^ 1, and [N]di (»&quot;&quot;&apos; - v -Nd&gt;)/(vd- - v -d&gt;), N^O.

Thèse automorphisms satisfy the braid relations, thus for each élément w e W
we can define the automorphism Tw of U as T,k.. ,T,2Tn where s,k... sl2sl{ is a

reduced décomposition of w (see [L2, 3.1-2]).

1.3. The following are some simple properties about thèse automorphisms TK (see

[L2]): (a) Let Q, !P : U -*V&quot;&quot;&gt; be the Q-algebra homomorphisms defined by

QE,=F,, QF,=E,, QK, Kr\ Qv=v~\

E,, !Pf, =F,, VK, Kr\ vFv=v.

We hâve QT, T,Q and T[ T^x &apos;FT.&apos;F. So flT&quot;,, rwf2 and T&apos;U !P7&apos;M,Ï&apos;

for any w eW.

(b) TwE,=Er ifw(a,)=ar

By (b) and the définition of Tw we get the following equalities.

(c) T.E^Ej, T.F^Fj, T.K^Kj, ifa,, 0.

(d) Tr&apos;E^TjE,, Tr&apos;Fj-TjF,, Tr&apos;K^T.K,, ifa,,a,, l.

(e) Tr&apos;E^TjT.Ej, Tr1FJ TJT,FJ, T71 K^T^Kj, ifa.^^2.

If a^aj, 3, then we hâve

(f) T^Ej

(g) T-&apos;Tr
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We also hâve

(h) T^E,=v^K72E,.

(i) T*Ej (1 -v-^F.K.TXEj) -v-% if atJ -1.

If al}= -2, then

0) TfE; v-\\ - v~2)(l -v
- v ~ &apos;( 1 - v ~2)F,K, T~ HE,)+

If a,j — 3, then

(k) JjE, v -6( 1 - v ~2)( 1 - v -4) 1 - v )F]K? T,(E,)

-v-\\-v-*){\-v-*)F?&gt;K*TlT]{El)

+ v-2(l-v-2)F,KlT-l(E,)-v-%.

1.4. For any positive root oc e R+ (the set of positive roots in R), if
wl(oc) at(weW) is a simple root in iÊ, then we set E^w Tw(Et) (resp.
£&quot;_a5VV Fa§w QEaw Tw(Ft)) and call it a root vector in U of root a (resp. -a).
The définition of root vectors looks simple.

2. Some facts on root System and Weyl group

2.1. To formulate the results in section 4 and section 5 we need some properties
about root Systems and Weyl groups. We are mainly interested in finite root
Systems. However, in view of the results in [L4, Chapters 39, 40], it is possible to
generalize the main resuit of the paper to quantum analogue of the enveloping
algebras of symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras. Therefore, in this section we also

consider infinité root Systems.

Let &lt;P be the root System associated to a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra (for
example, the root System of a semisimple Lie algebra), and dénote by W the Weyl

group of the root System. Let # + be the set of positive roots, dénote by II the basis

of the root System, and let ®%al be the set of positive real roots.
We shall define a function /î/:#rta/-&gt;N and prove some properties of the

function. We also introduce the concept shortable and prove a resuit concerned with
the concept.
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We shall use the symbol &quot; £ &quot; for the Bruhat order in W as well as for the usual

partial order in 4&gt; + For positive roots a, j8 we also write P &lt; a when p £ a and

p # a. The notation in this section has no relations with those in section 1. In
particular, we allow a, not to be a simple root.

LEMMA 2.2. Let cube a positive real root and denoted by sae W the correspond-

ing reflection. Then the length &lt;f(.sa) of the reftection is an odd number, i.e.

J(sa) 2m + 1 for some m e N.

Proof. The déterminant of a reflection is — 1, so a reflection can not be a

product of an even number of reflections.

LEMMA 2.3. Let a be a positive real root and suppose £(sa) 2m + 1. Let P be

a simple root and let w € W be such that w(j?) a, and suppose w sfil sfiris a

reduced décomposition.
For i 1,..., r dénote by wt the word sPj Spr, dénote by a, the root

&lt;*t wf(/Q, let STt &gt;= {ô &gt; 0 | saj(&lt;5) &lt; 0} and set &lt;fr+, := {/?}.
The following are équivalent:

(i) r =m, i.e. sa=Spl sprsfispr ty, ^ a reduced décomposition.

(ii) jg:= ar+, &lt; ^r(^) ar &lt; sfir_lsPr(P) ar_,&lt;...&lt; «t w()5) a.

(ffi) &lt;a/+,,/Jlv&gt;&lt;0/ori l,...fr.
(iv) &lt;aI,j8lv&gt;&gt;O&gt;r/ l,...,r.
(v) A
(vi)

REMARK. It is clear that the property (i) is independent of the choice of the
reduced décomposition of w. So if one of the properties holds for some reduced

décomposition of w9 then it holds for ail reduced décompositions of w.

Proof. The équivalence of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are obvious. Now
sa/(ft) pt - &lt;&amp;, a/v &gt;af &lt; 0 if and only if &lt;ft, a,v &gt; &gt; 0 and hence if and only if
&lt;a,, fi* &gt; &gt; 0, which proves the équivalence of (iv) and vi). The équivalence of (iii)
and (v) follows in the same way.

Suppose now (i) holds, i.e. 2/(w) +1 *f(sa). This implies obviously that
2/(wt) + 1 S(sa)9 and hence sUi sfii • • • • - sfi sfii is a reduced décomposition,
so fii € $ft. To prove that (vi) implies (i), note that if y 6 «5^, then — sai(y) € £ft.
Further, wr+lt=sfi is a reduced décomposition. We prove now by decreasing
induction that 2/{wt) + 1 S(sa).

We may assume that sai +1 sfii +1 ja 5^ +1
is a reduced décomposition.

Since &amp; eP, we know that fit iS?t+l. So ^, 3 {^(5) | }
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and hence \Sft | ^ |&lt;9^+ x
| + 2, this forces that s&lt;Xi sPl sfi sPt is a reduced

décomposition.

DEFINITION 2.4. For a real positive root a set h&apos;(&lt;x)t=(f(sa) - l)/2.

REMARK. The relation between the function A&apos; and the depth function is
A&apos;(a) dp (a) — 1, for the définition of dp (a), see &quot;A finiteness property and an
automatic structure for Coxeter groups&quot; (by B. Brink and R. B. Howlett, Math.
Ann. 296, 179-190 (1993), Définition 1.5 (i), p. 181).

LEMMA 2.5. The function h&apos; : #+a/-&gt;&gt;N has the following properties:
(i) A&apos;(a) =0 if and only if a is a simple root.
(ii) If fi is a simple root such that a w(P)for some w e W, then h&apos;(ci) £ /(m&gt;).

Moreover, if p ^ a, then h&apos;(a) &lt;£(w).

(iii) If P is a simple root such that 0 &lt; sp(ol) &lt; a, then h&apos;(sp(&lt;x)) + 1 h&apos;(a).

(iv) Let cl be a positive real root and suppose h&apos;(a) m. There exists a reduced

décomposition sa=sPl spmsf*spm spx •

(v) Let abe a positive real root and suppose h&apos;(a) m. There exists a simple root
p and w eW such that w(p) a and t(W) h&apos;(oi).

Proof Now (i), (ii) and (iii) are simple conséquences of Lemma 2.3, and (iv)
and (v) are équivalent. We give a proof of (iv):

If a is a simple root, then nothing is to prove. So suppose a is not simple and
let y be a simple root such that &lt;&lt;x, y v &gt; &gt; 0. (Such a y exists since a is a positive
root.) Then S &gt;=sy((x) &lt; oc is a positive real root. By induction on the height we may
assume that there exists a k e W and a simple root p such that k(P) S and

f(sô) =2*f(*c) +1. Then syK(p)=oc9 and by Lemma 2.3 we hâve in addition

We shall now prove more properties of the function h&apos;.

LEMMA 2.6. Let a be a positive real root and suppose /i&apos;(a)=w. Let
Pi,...9fim9fl9y\9-..9ym9y be simple roots such that a~s0l spJJP)

syi sym(y). We hâve

(i) EithersyxsPï sfim^sfil sfm or syi(ct) =s72 syjy)=sfil

(ii) Assume that the Dynkin diagram of &lt;Pa (the connected component of &lt;P

containing a) includes no cycles. If syxsPx spm^sfii sfim&gt; tnen

S7l(«)*P&apos;

(iii) Assume that the Dynkin diagram of #a includes no cycles. Let ô be a simple

root. Ifp&lt;sô(p) £ a, then sfil s0msô £sPl sfim.
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Proof. Set w*=sfil sfim, u*=s72 sYm.

(i) When syiw ^ w, nothing need to prove. Now assume that s7lw ^ w. Then

w~l(y\) &gt; 0. By Lemma 2.3 (iv), we hâve &lt;a, y,v &gt; &gt; 0. Since P is a simple root, we

get w-lsyiw(P)=w-l(x-&lt;ai,yïyyl)=p-&lt;&lt;(x,yïyw-ï(y)&lt;0. Thus w~lsyiwsp
£w~lsYlw. Set y\ P0&apos;&gt; since wfy ^ w, we can find i in [l,m —1] such that

h, hxWh^Sh + x sfixsrxw- That is,jyïwspw-xsyi and ^ sfisPt + l

sPi sPl are equal. We also hâve s7ïwspw~ls7ï usyu~l since syiw(P) u(y).
Thus we get Spx SpiSpt + xSpi sfix — usyu~x. According to Lemma 2.5 (iii)
and Lemma 2.3 (ii) we must hâve i m — 1 for the reason of length. Hence

*7i(«)[ sy2 sim&lt;y)=sfix sfim-x(Pm)-

(ii) By (i) and the assumption in (ii) we hâve y&apos;i=zs7l(a) sfil sfim_l(fim).
Note that h&apos;iy*) —m — \ (Lemma 2.5 (iii)). According to the définition of
A&apos;(a)(=w), h&apos;(y&apos;)9 and using Lemma 2.3 (iii) we see

(a) (Pm9 fi v &gt; is négative and &lt;J?m_ x, p* &gt; is négative. In particular pm # /f, pm_,.
Since 5yiw^w, we get

(b) iirsw-&apos;Cyi) &gt;0. By (i) we see that s7lw(fl) -w(fim)9 that is

(c) sô(p) ~p-&lt;p,ô*)ô -pm.By (a), (b) and (c) we get

(d) &lt;iMv&gt;

Note that p + Pm is a real positive root of height 2, by Lemma 2.5 (v) and

Lemma 2.3 (ii) we see that S is equal to Sp(Pm) or Spm(P)- That is, sô is equal to

SpSpmsfi or SpmSpSpm. Using (c) we get

(e) SpSpJJP)=pm and sfimsfi(fim) j8, and hence by Lemma 2.3, pm_x^p. Since

.s^w ^ w, by (i) we know that

(f) 5yi(a) is a linear combination of fil9 &gt;Pm-\&gt;fim-

We also hâve

(g) Let t be a simple root such that sfil sfim_lsx£sfiï sfim_r Since the

properties of Pm _ x do not dépend on the chosen reduced décomposition of

sfil %m_,» x has the same properties with Pm_u i.e. &lt;t, p* &gt; is négative
and t is not equal to p.

Assume that s7l(&lt;x) ^ p. By (f) we see that pt P for some / in [1, m], According
to (a), (e) and Lemma 2.3 (ii) we know that i &lt; m — 1. We may choose i such that
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ail Pl + pm are not equal to p. According to (e) and (g) we can find indices

i il&lt;i2&lt;...&lt;ip=m (p ^3) such that &lt;fto, 0£ +
1&gt; &lt;0 for a 1, 2,... ,p - 1.

But pt is equal to p and &lt;jS, j?^ &gt; &lt; 0 (see (a)), so the Dynkin diagram of &lt;f&gt;a

includes a cycle. This contradicts to our assumption. Therefore syi(&lt;x) £ j8.

(iii) Since a £ sô(p) &gt; p, we hâve

(a) (P, ô v &gt; &lt; 0 and p is not equal to ô.

(b) For each reduced décomposition sXl sXm of w (tj,..., xm are simple roots),
there exists / in [1, m] such that t, ô.

We may choose a reduced décomposition sX{ sXm of w such that the index

i in (b) is maximal in ail possibilities. If i is not equal to m, then we can find indices

i ii&lt;i2&lt; .&lt;ip=m (p ^ 2) such that

By Lemma 2.3 (ii) we know that

According to (a), (c) and (d), ô xn tI2, rtp, P generate a sub-root-system
of #a whose Dynkin diagram includes a cycle. This contradicts to our assumption.
Therefore / m, that is, wsô ^ w.

The lemma is proved.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let a be a positive real root, Then

(i) The set A^ *= {P e 77 | w(/?) a /or some w e W with length h&apos;(&lt;x)} is con-
nected. {That is, for any P^yeA^ we can find a séquence
P ôl9S2,...9ôk=yinAa such that &lt;«„ ô?+x&gt;*0for i 1, 2,. k - 1.

We also say that P, y are connected in Aa).

(ii) Assume that the Dynkin diagram of &lt;Pa includes no cycles, then for each

P g AX9 the élément w e W such that w(p) a and £(w) h&apos;(a) is unique.

(iii) Assume that the Dynkin diagram of &lt;Pa includes no cycles. If the set

77a := {p e II | P ^ a, and /?, a are conjugate under W} is connected, then

Ax na.
(iv) Let a, jS, w be as in (ii), and let sy be a simple reflection, then sYw ^ w if and

only if p ^ sy(a) &lt; a; and wsy ^w if and only if P &lt; sy(P) £ a.

(v) Let &lt;xx,... ,0Lk be simple roots. Assume that s^ol) &lt; a for i 1, 2,..., k.
Then sXl, sX2,..., sak generate afinite group P. Iffurther a, al5..., a* are
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linearly independent, then we canftnd a simple root /? and an élément w eW
such that H&lt;j8) a and f(w) «f(w0) -h f(uow) A&apos;(a), where u0 is the longest
élément of P.

REMARK. When the Dynkin diagram of #a includes cycles, the assertions (ii),
(iii) and (iv) may be false. As an example we consider affine root System A^. Let
Oo,ai,a2 be the simple roots, then &lt;al,a/&gt;=—1 when / // We hâve

«o &lt; sXl(a0) &lt; 5a25i
2a0 + 3a! + 3a2 and

2 ^ ^^^ 2oi2^«^«o^iW0^) SB2ao + 3a1 + 3a2«=a. But s&lt;X2s&lt;XlsaQsa2sai ^s*^^^^, thus
(ii) is not true for A^. Moreover, 0&lt;^ai(a)&lt;a but s0lls&lt;X2sIXls&lt;XQsOL2s0ll ^
SajSa^aoSajS*^ so (iv) is not true for A$K Note that oc0&lt;sa2((x0)&lt;saisa2(&lt;x0)

Oq4-loti + &lt;x2 and a0-h 2olx + «2#s^s,,^), sa2s&lt;Xo(al) we see that (iii) is not true for

In addition, na may be not connected. For example, consider affine root system
C2!). Let Oq, als a2 be the simple roots, such that &lt;&lt;x0, a^ &gt; —2 &lt;a2, a^ &gt;, and
&lt;a0&gt;a2V&gt; 0, &lt;a1,a0v&gt;=-l=&lt;aiJa2v&gt;. Then a.= ao + 2a1 + 2a2e#ill and
nm {«o, a2} is not connected.

Froof. Suppose h\a) m. In parts (i) and (ii), pu j?m, jS, yx,..., ym9 y are
simple roots and w sfil sPm, u syi sYm, and a&apos; stands for syi(oc).

(i) Suppose that w(fi) w(y). We need to prove that /?, y are connected in Aa. We
use induction on m. When m =0, 1, the assertion is obvious. Now assume that
m ^ 2. By Lemma 2.5 (iii) and Lemma 2.3 (ii), A&apos;(a&apos;) w — 1, this implies that
;4a&apos; £ j4a. Ifsyi w ^ w, then t(syx w) w — 1 A&apos;(a7). By induction hypothesis /?, y are
connected in Aa&gt;. In particular, j8, y are connected in Aa. If ^yiw ^ w. By Lemma 2.6

(i) we hâve a&apos;

,yy2 Jym(y) ^x sPml(pm). By induction hypothesis j?m, y

are connected in Aa,. Obviously &lt;j8, j?^ &gt; # 0, so j8, y are connected in yla.

(ii) Suppose that w(/?) w(j8). We use induction on m to prove that w and u are

equal. When m 0,1, the assertion is obvious. Now assume that m ^ 2. Note that
A/(a/)=w —1. If syiw£w, by Lemma 2.6 (i) and Lemma 2.3 (ii) we hâve
a&apos;

Sy2 • ^m(0) fy, tym _ i(/*m) ^ ^- By Lemma 2.6 (ii), this is impossible.
Therefore we must hâve syiw£w, then t{syxw) =m — 1 A&apos;(a&apos;)- By induction
hypothesis syiw s72 sym, hence w w.

(iii) We first establish the following fact.

(a) Assume that the Dynkin diagram of $ includes no cycles. Let fi, y be simple
roots in # such that &lt;/?, y v &gt; &lt; 0 and y *(/?) for some x € W. Then sfisy(J}) y
and

(Remark: If the Dynkin diagram of &lt;P includes cycles the assertion (a) may be

false. As an example we consider the root System generate by simple roots a0, o^, oc2
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with relations &lt;al5 a,v+, &gt; &lt;aI+ x, a,v &gt; -1 for i 0, 1, &lt;a0, a2v &gt; &lt;a2, aov &gt;

— 2. Dénote s, for 5-^, i 0,1,2. Then JiWiWs«2 but s0s2(ol0) 3olq+

4a2#a2.)
Let ô be a simple root such that x^ ^ x and let x1 be the shortest élément of the

coset x(sô, Sp} (we dénote (sô, sfi} the subgroup of W generated by ss, sfi). Let y
be the élément in (sô, sp} such that x xxy. Since xx(è) &gt; 0 and xx(p) &gt; 0, so y(f})
is a simple root, dénote by xx. We hâve

(•) xx p or &lt;jS, t ,v &gt; &lt; 0, and x,(Tl) y.

Note that £(xx) is smaller than t(x). We may continue this process, and finally
we get a séquence of simple roots y xr, ir_!,..., ti, t0 p such that

Either t, =ti+1 or &lt;tI5 t,v+i&gt; &lt;0 for i =0,1,..., r - 1. (t)

Since &lt;/?, y v&gt; &lt; 0 and the Dynkin diagram of 0 includes no cycles, by (f) we

must hâve

Either xt P or t, y for i 1,..., r - 1. (•)

Therefore there exists an élément x&apos; in &lt;^, sy &gt; such that *&apos;(/?) y. It is easy to
check that x&apos;(P)=y implies that &lt;j8, y v&gt; &lt;y, j8v&gt; -1 and x&apos;**sfisY. This
complètes the argument for (a).

Now we argue for (iii). By Lemma 2.5 (v), the set Aa is non-empty. Obviously,
Aa c na. Let P e Aa and let y e /7a. Assume that P ^ y. Since J7a is connected, we

can find a séquence J? ôï9 ô2,..., Sk y in /7a such that &lt;^/? 5fv+1&gt; &lt; 0 for
i 1,..., k - 1. By (a) and the définition of /Ia we obtain

(b)sôi + ^(0,+ i) ô, and sâfsêl +1(^) 5I +, for i 1, 2,..., * - 1.

Let w 6 PF be such that w(P) a and ^(w) h&apos;{&lt;x). By (b) we get wsâ2sp(ô2) a.

Note that sÔ2(P) )î -h ô2 ^ a, using Lemma 2.6 (iii) we see h&gt;^2£h&gt;. Thus

f(wsÔ2Sp)=h(oi) and 52€yla. Continue this process, finally we see that
t(w&apos;) =A&apos;(a) and w\y) =a, hère w&apos;

wsÔ2sôts6js62 Vô*_r Hence V 6^a-
(iv) The &quot;only if&quot; parts follow from Lemma 2.3 (ii). Assume P £ sy(a) &lt; a. By

Lemma 2.5 (iii) there exists a simple root x and an élément u eW such that

îi(t)=57(a) and ^(w) A%yy(a)) =/i&apos;(&lt;x) - 1. Thus syu(x)=a. According to the

définition of A&apos;(a) we must hâve h&apos;{as) £(u) + 1. Since sy(a) ^ )ï, applying Lemma
2.6 (ii) we see syw £w. If /? &lt; .Sy(/0 ^ a, by Lemma 2.6 (iii) we see that wsY £ w.
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(v) If a, al5..., dk are linearly dépendent, then a,,..., ock span a finite root
System [K, Corollary 4.3, p. 42]. In particular, its Weyl group P is finite. Now
assume that a, al5..., otk are linearly independent. Let xr,..., xx be simple roots in

{at,..., a*} such that sXr sXl is a reduced décomposition. Define wv=e (the
neutral élément in P), wtt=sr( stl for / r. Then

(a) For i =0, 1,... r — 1, we hâve wl + l =sXt + lwt ^ wt. In particular w^fa+j) is

a positive root and is a linear combination of a,,..., a*.

Since &lt;a, a/ &gt; &gt; 0 for j 1,..., k, by (a) we obtain

(b) For / 0, 1,..., r — 1, one has (wt&lt;x9 x?+ x
&gt; &gt; 0.

Since a, al9..., afe are linearly independent, by (a) and (b) we get the following
assertion.

(c) a &gt; w,(a) &gt; w2(a) &gt; • • • &gt; wr(a) &gt; 0.

The height of a is finite, hence the group P must be finite and has a longest
élément u0. We may take the élément wr in (c) to be the longest élément u0. Then
wo(a) is a positive real root. By Lemma 2.5 (iii) we see

Let fiell and xsW be such that x(P)=uo(ol) and /(jc) =h&apos;(uo(&lt;x)). Set

w := mox, then w(fl) a and /(w) ^ /(w0) H- /(t/oH&apos;) h&apos;(a). By (d) and the définition
of h&apos;{pi), thèse imply that f(w) &lt;f(w0) + f(uow) A&apos;(a)-

The proposition is proved.

2.8. Assume 0 is finite, then 4&gt;+ $Zai- We shall give another interprétation for
the function h&apos; : 4&gt;+ -?N. We recall some simple facts about finite root Systems. Let
0 v be the dual root System of 0. For a root a in &lt;P, dénote by a v its corresponding
root in # v. We identify the Weyl group of 0 v with FF, the Weyl group of #. Let

a, j? be positive roots.

(i) If a is a short root and a # P, then |&lt;a, jff v &gt;| ^ 1.

(ii) For w e FF we hâve w(jS) a if and only if w(p v) a v.
(iii) a is a long (resp. short) root in 0 if and only if a v is a short (resp. long)

root in 4&gt;v.

(iv) Assume that both a, P are short (resp. long) roots, then p ^ a if and only
if 0V £av.
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PROPOSITION 2.9. Assume that $ is offinite type. Let a be a positive root.
Then

(i) h\(x) h((x) — 1 when a is a short root, andh&apos;(&lt;x) A(a v) — 1 when cuis a long
root, where h dénotes the height function of 4&gt;+ or &amp;v +.

(ii) Aa — J7a, andfor each p e J7a, there exists a unique élément w e W such that
w(p) a and &lt;f(w) h&apos;(&lt;x).

(iii) Let w be as in (ii) and let sPl sPm be a reduced décomposition of w. Set

Pm+ii==P- Then for any 1 ^ i £j £ m, we hâve sPi sp(PJ+\) ^
spl + l--sPj(PJ+i).

iv) Let w be as in ii) and let sy],sy2be simple reflections in W such that sy, w &lt;&gt; w,

sy2w ^ w (resp. wsyi ^ w, wsY2 ^ w), then syxsy2 sy2sy{.

Proof Using 2.8 and Lemma 2.3 we get (i).
(ii) Since 4&gt; is finite, the Dynkin diagram of &lt;P includes no cycles and /7a is

always connected. By parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2.7 we see that (ii) is true.

(iii) By 2.8 we may assume that a is a short root. Ify m, we always hâve

sfit spj(Pj+ \)&gt;snl + l sPj(Pj+ i) by Lemma 2.3. Now assume y &lt; m. Using
2.8 and Lemma 2.3 we see sPt.. .sfim(fi) p

SfijSfiJ+2 Sfim(P)

sfim(P) ^sPi sfij(PJ+l) + A +*,i + 1 sPjsPj + 2 sfim(0). Hence we
must hâve sPt sPj{pJ+x) ^sPt + l sPj(pJ+l).

(iv) Assume syiw ^ w, sy2w ^ w. Let u be the longest élément in the dihedral

group generated by sVl, sy2, then f(w) i(u) + i{uw). Thus yuu(a), y2 are simple
roots of the finite root System (Zyl -h Zw(a) -f Zy2) n &lt;P9 whose Dynkin diagram is

not a cycle. Therefore we hâve (yï9 y2v &gt; 0» i-e- ^1^2= 5y25vi•

If wsyi
&lt;&gt; w, W5r2 ^ w, then &lt;/J, y f &gt; &lt; 0, &lt;jS, y2v &gt; &lt; 0. But the Dynkin diagram

of (P includes no cycles, so (yl9 y2v &gt; 0.

The proposition is proved.

REMARK. When &lt;P is infinité, the relations between the fonctions h\h are not
so simple as in Proposition 2.9 (i). Also Proposition 2.9 (iii) and (iv) may be false.

In fact, consider the affine root System D$\ Let a0, a!, a2, a3, a4 be the simple roots
such that &lt;a2, a,v &gt; — 1 for i 0,1, 3,4. Let a a0 4- 2a, 4- 3a2 -h a3 + a4, then

h\(£) =6. Let w saisa2saisaosX3sa49 then w(a2) =a. We hâve s^s^fa) &lt;sa2(ax)9

and saiw ^ w, ^a2w ^ w, but ^ai^a2 #^a2^ar So (iii) and (iv) are not true for D^K

2.10. Set Jf {(w,p)e WxTI \w(P)e&lt;PZai}- We call an élément (w, p) e Jf
shortable if there exist wu uxeW such that w wx - ux and Mi(]5) g il, ^(t^) ^ 1,

w, e &lt;5, r&gt; for some simple reflections s, t e W; we also call /(w) the length of (w, /?).
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Hère we use the convention: for x, xx, jc2, xm g W, we write x xx x2 xm

iîx=xxx2- xm9 and t(x) t{xx) + f(x2) + • • • + &lt;f(xm).

Let (w, 0)» (w, y) g ^f, we write (h&gt;, j?) ~ (u, y) if there exists uxeW such that
m&gt; w • ux and t^ (/?) y. The relation ~ générâtes an équivalence relation in Jf, we
dénote it also by ~. The équivalence class containing (w, /?) is denoted by (w, /?) ~.
The set of ail équivalence classes in Jff is denoted by Jf\

LEMMA 2.11. Let /?, y, 5 èe simple roots and w e W. Assume w(p) y and

t(w) ï&gt; 1.

(i) If wss ^ w, then sâ, Sp gênerate afinite group, dénote by &lt;^, Sp &gt;. In particu-
lar, |&lt;&lt;5,jSv&gt;&lt;jMv&gt;|&lt;4.

(ii) (w, /?) w shortable.

Proof. (i) We apply the method in [Ll, 1.8], Let wx be an élément of the coset

hKs^, fy&gt; of minimal length and let w2 e &lt;^, ^&gt; be such that w w, • w2. Then
wi(^)» WiC/0 are positive roots, so w2(fi) is a simple root. Obviously, w2(ô) &lt; 0, and

w2sfi(fi)&lt;0. Since w2(5) and vv2(jî) are linearly independent, we have

w2sfi(ô) =w2(ô ~{ô, j8v&gt;j8) &lt;0. Thus w2sp is an élément in (sô,sp} of maximal
length. So &lt;^,^&gt; is finite.

(ii) By the définition and the proof of (i) we get (ii).

PROPOSITION 2.12. (i) For each équivalence class (w,f})~ in Jf, there exists

a unique shortest élément (u9 y) in (w, fi)~. Furthermore, we have w u • m, for some

uxb W.

(ii) Assume that $ is finite. For two éléments (w, p), (w, y) e Jf, choose arbitrary
(x, &lt;$), (y, e) € Jf such that x~lw x~l • w, y~lu=y~x • u and w(P) *(&lt;?), u(y)

y(e), then (w, P) ~ (w, y) if and only if (jc, S) ~ (y, e). In particular, if x is a shortest
élément such that x~lw x~l - w, and x~lw(p) is a simple root ô, then (x, ô) is the

unique shortest élément in (x, S)~. We also dénote (x, ô)~ by (w, /?)? •

Proof (i) Let (w, y) be an élément in (w,p)~ with minimal length. We shall

prove that w u • «, for some ux e W, this forces that (u, y) is the unique shortest
élément in (w, p)~.

Let (u\ y&apos;), (w\ p&apos;) g (h&gt;, p)~ be such that u&apos; u • u\, u&apos; w&apos; • w;, where
w&apos;, g Jf&quot;, and w&gt;î is one of the following éléments (ô is a simple root): sô,
&lt;&lt;5,0&apos;V&gt;=O; ,,,„ &lt;5,rv&gt;&lt;r^v&gt; l; V/r*a, &lt;S9p*&gt;&lt;p\ô v&gt; 2;

Sôsp-Sôsfi&apos;ss&gt; &lt;&lt;5» /*&apos;v &gt; &lt;^&apos;&apos; 5 v &gt; 3. Because (w, y) is an élément in (w, P) ~ of minimal

length, using exchange condition [K, Lemma 3.11 (c), p. 33] we get u\ u2 • w\
for some u2 e W$ thus w&apos; w • w2. According to the définition of ~ and Lemma
2.11 we see that there exists w, g W such that w u • ux.
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(ii) Suppose that (m&gt;, P) ~ (w, y). It is no harm to assume that (w, y) is the
shortest élément in (w, f$)~. By (i) we know that x~xu~x~lu,y~lu=y~lu
and x{§) u{y) y(e). Let u0 e W be such that wow^ uo

&apos;

usy wo» the longest
éléments of W. Then u0 jct • jc ~! yx • y ~x for some xx, yx e W. Since

ai= i/ow(y) e 77, we get (x, ô) ~ (uôl,a) ~(y, e). The &quot;only if&quot; part is similar when

one notes that w~~ïx w&quot;1 • x, u~ly u~l y.
The proposition is proved.

REMARK. Part (ii) gives a way to compute the shortest éléments in Jff for
finite root Systems.

For infinité root Systems, sometimes it is impossible to find an élément such that
x~lw jc&quot;1 • w and x~xw(P) € 11. As an example we pick up again A$K Let
a =2ao + 3a! + 3a2, fi a0, w =s&lt;Xlsa2s&lt;XQsaisOi29 then we can not find an élément

x g W such that x~xw x~l • w and x~lw(P) e II.

3. Several Lemmas

3.1. Keep the notation in section 1. In this section we give several lemmas

concerned with the automorphisms Tt. We refer to [L3]. The Lemma 3.5 is an
essential ingrédient to the proof of Lemma 4.2, which implies that the root vectors

are linearly independent.
Let skisk2sk3... skv _lskv be a reduced expression of the longest élément w0 of W.

For any c (cu c29..., cj) e Nv, r (r,,..., rn) e Zn, we set

Ec E%\Tkl(E?2)Tkl Tk2(Ep3)... TklTkl... Tkv_X(E^)9 Fc

Gc E%\E%\Tk2{E%\)Tk2Tk^E\\)... TkJk3... 7^ _,(££),

Hc Q(GC),

Let U+ be the subalgebra of U generated by ail Et. The following two lemmas are

due to Lusztig (see [L3, 2.4])

LEMMA 3.2. Wefix i e [1, n]. Let Ot {£ € C/+ | F£ - {F, g Kfl £/+}. Let O\
be the Q(v)-subalgebra of U+ generated by the éléments T((Ej), TJjiE,),
TtTjTAEj), TJjTtTjiEt) for j such that ai3a}l 3, the éléments Tt(Ej), TtTj(Et)for

j such that a^ 2, the éléments Tt(Ej)forj such that a^a^ 1, and by Ejforj # i.

Choose a reduced expression sklsk2sk3... skvlskv of w0 be such that kx L Let O&quot;
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be the Q(v)-subspace of t/&quot;1&quot; spanned by the éléments Ec {defined in 3.1) for varions
c (c,,..., cv) e Nv such that cx 0. We hâve Ot=O&apos;t= O[ U+n Tt(U+).

Proof. It is clear that 0, is a Q(v) -subalgebra of U+. It is easy to check that the

generators of O\ are contained in Ot. It follows that O\ c Ot.

By using the method in the proof of [Ll, 1.8] we see that O&apos;[ aO\. As the same

way of the proof of Rt c R&quot; in [L3, 2.4] (notations in loc. cit) we get Ot c O&apos;[. The
lemma is proved.

LEMMA 3.3. Wefix i e [1, n}. Let Pt {£ e U+ \ F£ - ÇF, e KtU+}. Let P[ be

the Q(v)-subalgebra ofU+ generated by the éléments T\ (E}), T\ T} (Et T\ T] T\ (E3),
T\ T&apos;j T] T&apos;j (Et for j such that a,^ 3, the éléments T\ (Ej T[ T] (Et for j such that

a^a^ 2, the éléments T\(Ej)for j such that atJaJt 1, and by Ejforj ^ /. Choose a
reduced expression sklsk2sk3... ^v-1^v of w0 be such that kx i. Let P&apos;[ be the

Q(v)-subspace of U+ spanned by the éléments Gc (defined in 3.1) for varions

c (cu ...,cv)eNv such that cx =0. We hâve Pt=P&apos;t=P&apos;; U+nT&apos;,(U+).

The proof is similar.

3.4. For AeNi£+, we dénote Uk the set of ail éléments ÇeU such that
KtÇKrl t^&lt;a&apos;v &apos;A&gt;£. Let Ut =U+n Ux.

LEMMA 3.5. Let Qt O, nP, {^ g U+ \ F£ ÇF,}. We hâve st(X) ^l if
QtnUt*{0}.

Proof Let UA be the A Q[v] -subalgebra of U generated by ail EJ9FJ9KJ9 K~l.
Regard Q as a Q[f]-algebra by specializing v to 1. Thus we can get the Q-algebra

Ul UA®AQ/&lt;Kl-l,K2-l9...9KH-l&gt;9

which is just the universal enveloping algebra of the simple Lie algebra correspond-
ing to the Cartan matrix (atJ). Let /, t/,+ U£x, be the images of Fn U+,Ut,
respectively. According to the commutation relations between root vectors in Ux

and PBW Theorem one can check easily that the subalgebra Qu {x e U+

\fx xf} is generated by ea(ot, e R+) such that a-at$R, where ea is a root vector
in Ut of root a. Note that ol—ol^R implies that s, (a) ^ a, we see that Qhl

^ {0} implies that st(X) ^ A. Our assertion follows from this and that Qu
# {0} if QtnUt # {0}. The lemma is proved.

3.6. REMARK. By 3.2 and 3.3 we know that fi,
£/+ n Ti(U+) n r;(t/+). It is likely that Q( is the Q(y)-subalgebra of C/+ generated

by the éléments TkTt(Ej) for y, A; with avaJt &gt; 0, aikakl 1, and by 2s, for y # i.
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4. Root vectors

4.1. Keep the notation in section 1 and section 3. In this section we describe the set

of ail root vectors of a given root. Theorem 4.4 is the main resuit.
Let FI dénote also the set of simple roots in R. Given a positive root a in R+.

Let Yx be the set of ail root vectors of root a. Recall that we hâve defined the set

77a in Proposition 2.7 (iii). According to Préposition 2.9 (ii), for each J? g /7a, there
exists a unique élément w e W such that vt&gt;(/?) a and f(w) h&apos;{a). We shall dénote
the élément by waP or by wak when /? a*. Suppose m =h&apos;(&lt;x), we fîx a reduced

expression sJlsJ2... sJm of waj, /? g 77a. For any simple root y we set Ey :=£, when

y=a,. Define Y&apos;a {TaAa(Ep)\a e I*}, where 7^ 7?; 7^ T%, a (al9 a2,
am) g /a t= {1, - l}m. When /*&apos;(a) 0, we set 7a {e} and ra&gt; fitS id^, where e

is the neutral élément of W.

LEMMA 4.2. Keep the notations in 4.1.

(i) The set Y^ is independent of the choice of the reduced expression and the

choice of /?, so only dépends on a.

(ii) The éléments Ta^a(Efi), a e Ia are linearly independent over Q(v). In particu-
lar, the set Y^ contains 2*&apos;(a) éléments.

Proof (i) Using Proposition 2.7 (iv) and induction on A&apos;(a) we see that F« is

independent of the choice of the reduced expression. According to the proof of
Proposition 2.7 (iii) and 1.3 (d) we know that Y&apos;a does not dépend on the choice of

(ii) If each j g [1, n] appears in the séquence jl9j2,... ,jm,jm + i (&lt;*Jm
+ lts=P) at

most two times, then we can choose the reduced expression such thaty*!,^» • • • JP
is a subsequence (disregard order) of jp+\Jp+2&gt; • • • JmJ&apos;m+i f°r some P and

JP+\&gt;Jp + 2&gt;---JmJm + i are pairwise différent. Thus for any a e Ia, 7J\T%...
T%(FJq + l) g U~ =Q(U+) for any q*p - 1, and TJ^IJ^ T%{E,) g U\
since bo\hjxj2&gt; • • • JP andyp+ l9jp+ u Jm are pairwise différent. Combine thèse

and using induction on m we see that in the expression

c&apos;,c € Nv
reZ&quot;

&lt;, Pc,r,ceQ(v),

resp. T~l T% T£{Efi) X p&apos;c^cHcK&apos;G\ p&apos;c^c g Q(v)

reZ&quot;

if Pc,r,c#0 (resp. p;v,c^0), then FeO;i (resp. GcePJx\ where Fc\E\Hc\
Gc,Kr are defined as in 3.1, we choose the reduced expression of w0 such that
kx =jx. According to Proposition 2.9 (iii) we see that
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Mi-- sjMJr +,) * sji • • • **(** +,) for any 1 ^ r ^ w.

Therefore if pc&gt;&gt;c #0 (resp. p^ #0), then EceUï (resp. GceUt) for some
A 6 Nl£+ such that s,,(A) &lt; A. Using Lemma 3.5 we see that if

then

aela

Using induction we know that pa 0 for ail a e Ia. Thus we hâve proved (ii) for
e^,^n,Cn,/&gt;n,Cr2.
In gênerai we argue as follows.
Let

where

EE
c&apos;.c e Nv c&apos;,c e Nv
r e Z&quot; r e Z&quot;

Z pc^cHcK&apos;G% ^=1
c&apos;,c e Nv c&apos;,c e Nv
r e Z&quot; r € Zw

Note that

(**) The image of T$\T%.. ,T%(FJr + l) (l^r^m) in £/f (see the proof of
Lemma 3.5) is not zéro,

and &lt;xJl9 sJlsJ2... sJr{aJr + l), 1 ^ r &lt;&gt; m are pairwise différent. Using induction on m
and the fact (*) it is not difficult to check that if pcVsc #0, Ece0JxnUx (resp.

p^tC#0, Gc€PJxnUx), then ^1(A)&lt;A, and that the set {^fl|ai l} (resp.
{^a j «i * ~1}) is Q(tf)-linearly independent. By thèse and Lemma 3.5 we see that

(ii) is true.
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4.3 REMARK. By (*) and (**) in the proof of Lemma 4.2 we know that if
T°;T°;+l T£(Efi) £ U+ for some r &lt;L m, then T^(EP) 4 U+.

Set Y~[)aeR+Ya, Y&apos;=\Ja€R+Y&apos;a.

THEOREM 4.4. Keep the notations in 4.1. Let a g R +
9

then

(i) The set Ya is stable under the anti-automorphism V (see 1.3 (a) for the

définition), Le. W(Ya) Ya. In particular, W(Y) Y.

(ii) We hâve 7a c Y^nU*. In particular, ail root vectors in U are linearly
independent over Q(v).

(iii) Recall that we hâve defined the set &amp; in 2.10. The map G : (w, p) ~ -» Tw(Efi)
defines a bijection between M&apos; and Y. Moreover 0(3?^) Ya, where

#a {(w,)8)-6#|w(iS)=a}.
(iv) Let (w, P)~e#, then &lt;9((w, P);) W- 0((w9 /0^).

Proof. Let ô be a simple root and x g W such that 2s »= Tx(Eâ) is an élément
in Ya.

(i) Choose y e W be such that y~lx=y~l x and Bi=y~lx(ô) is a simple
root, according to 1.3 (a-b) we get T(E) Ty(Ee) e Ya.

(ii) When h&apos;(at) =0, the assertion is obvious. Since h&apos;(sJx{v)) &lt;h&apos;(a)9 we shall

use induction on h &apos;(a). By induction hypothesis we see that there exist

a29..., am g {1, -1}, such that TZ{EÔ) T* T%(Efi)9 where z sJxx. There-
fore TX(EÔ) 7}, 7^ !£•(£,), if /(x) ^x) + 1; and Tx(Eê) T&quot;1 r;|...
T%(Efi)9 if ^) t(SjX) - 1. Hence £er;n[/+.

(iii) By 1.3 (b) we know that G is well defined and is surjective. We use

induction on h&apos;{&lt;x) to prove that G is injective. Assume that &amp;((w9 /?)~)

G((u, y)&quot;). Let ^&apos; 5)^, u/ sJlu. Using (i), (ii), 1.3(a) and Proposition 2.12

(ii) we may assume that w&apos; &lt; w, u&apos; ^ w. By induction hypothesis we get
(w&apos;, j3)~ =(w&apos;, y)&quot;, using Proposition 2.12 (i) we hâve in addition (w9 j8)~
(&quot;,y)~.

(iv) It foliows from the proof of (i).
The theorem is proved.

REMARK, (i) It is likely that F= fn[/+.
(ii) For any voeC*9 we regard Q(v0) as an ^4 =Q[#]-algebra by specializing

v to vQ. Let UV0=UA®AQ(v0). If t?2&lt;i#l for any 1 ^rf^max{^}, the same

arguments show that Lemma 4.2, 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 are true for UVo.

If vl=\9 then for each a e R9 there is a unique (up to ±1) root vector of
root a.
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COROLLARY A.5. Notations are as in 4.1. Let E Ta^a(Efi) e Y&apos;a,

a (û, a2,..., am), m h\a), then

(i) The élément E is a root vector if and only if Y(E) is a root vector. When

ax 1, then Eisa root vector ifand only if T°\ T%(Efi) TU(EÔ) e Yfor
some u e W, ô GII and sJxu ^ u.

(ii) For any l &lt;. i £m, T^T^+XX... T°™{Ep) is a root vector ifE is a root vector.

(iii) If T^T^+l T%(Efi) is not a root vector for some \&lt;p £m, then E is

not a root vector, Le. E $ Ya.

Proof.
(i) The first assertion follows from Theorem 4.4 (i). The second follows from

the proof of Theorem 4.4 (ii).
(ii) Suppose that E Tx(Eâ) for some x e W and some simple root ô. As in the

proof of Theorem 4.4 (ii) we see TX(EÔ) T^T^+Xl... T%(Efi), where

(iii) It follows from (ii).

For any Ee F, we shall dénote the shortest éléments in @~\E\ 0-l(Y(E))
by (wE, akE), (wf, a**) respectively.

COROLLARY 4.6. Let oc9j\ be as in 4.1 and let E e Ya.

(i) We hâve sJtwE ^ wE if and only if sJxw% ^ wE.
(ii) Let Wa is the subgroup of W generated by thèse simple reflections sm such

that &lt;xm ^ a. Then wE, w% e Wa and (xk£, (xk* e IIa.
(iii) We hâve wElw% wEl • w% and wElwE(&lt;xk*) ak£.

Proof (i) Let a e Ia be such that E TaPta(Efi) (notations as in 4.1). By
Theorem 4.4 (ii) and its proof we see that sJx wE &lt; wE if and only if ax 1. Since

W(E) T~ai... Tj^am(Ep), we know that our assertion is true.

(ii) From the proof of Proposition 2.12 (ii) we see that wE g Wa if and only
if w % g Wa. Thus we may assume that ax 1 to prove (ii). In this case, accord-

ing to Corollary 4.5 (i), Theorem 4.4 (iii) and Proposition 2.12 (i), it is obvious
that we hâve wE sJxwE, where E&apos; T^... T&quot;™{EP). Thus we can use induction
on h&apos;{a) to prove the resuit since h&apos;(sJx(&lt;x)) h (a) — 1.

(iii) It follows from the proof of Proposition 2.12 (ii).

By means of W we can describe the antipode S(E) for a root vector E e Ya.

THEOREM 4.7. Suppose a - m, a, + m2a2 + h mnan g R + For any root
vector E in Fa, we hâve S(E) paK~l*F(E\ where
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n n — 1

FT vrnk{mk-\)dk FT v
k A

n — 1

dk(mk + x

w also a root vector in 7a.

Proof. It follows from K~lEtK~lEj vd&apos;a^R-lK~l EtEj =vdJa^K~lK~lEtE}
and the définitions of S, W (see 1.1 and 1.3 (a)).

PROPOSITION 4.8. We hâve #Ya&lt;&gt; 2*&apos;(a). The equality holds if and only if
J\Ji&gt; &apos;-iJmJm + \ (&lt;*Jm

+ x
î= P) (notations as 4.1) are pairwise différent.

Proof. The first part is obvious.

Thanks to Corollary 4.5 (i) and Corollary 4.6 (ii) we see the &quot;if&quot; part of the

fécond assertion is true.
Assume that jk =jk for some différent k, k&apos;. Using Corollary 4.5 (iii) we may

suppose that a, R is one of the following cases: a! + a2 + a3 + a4, D4;

(Xi 4- 2a2 + 2a3, B3; &lt;xx + 2a2 -f a3, C3; 3a! + 2a2, G2; 2a1 -f a2, G2. (Hère we number
the simple roots in 77 as usual). Then it is easy to check that the following éléments

are not in U+ by using 1.3 (h-k): T2lTlT3T4(E2),D4; T2T^xTiv(E2\ B3;

T2T3~l(E2)9C3; T2T^l(E2),G2; TlT2l(El),G2. In particular, they are not root
vectors. The proposition is proved.

4.9 REMARK. Let a m,a, + m2a2 + • • • + mn&lt;xn eR + Using PBW Theorem
and Proposition 4.8 we see that U£ is spanned by Ya if ail mk ^ 1. It seems that U£
is not spanned by Ya if mk ^ 2 for some ke[l,ri\.

5. An example, type An

5.1. It is easy to say a little more for type An. In this section we shall assume

that R is of type An, number its simple roots as usual and fix

a:=at + a, + x -h • • • + a,(i&quot; ^y). We choose ail *4 to be 1. We hâve

(i) /!&apos;(*)=/-L

(ii) ila {a,,a,+ h...,a;}.
(iii) wa^ =^-&gt; &apos; &apos; tJHiV«+i &quot; #^-i» i^k ^j-
(iv) ^a &lt;5,,5/+,,..., Sj}.
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(v) Wehave # Ya # Y&apos;a 2f&quot;. So #Y 2n + l-n-2.
(vi) Let E T?T?+-f • • • 7?+V(i?,), (a,,..., at+,) 6 /., then we hâve

* (v-lEtE&apos;-E&apos;En iffll+1 l,
1 } \

(b) î
where £&apos; TpIJjj-f • • • Tf^(El+l), E&quot; T^ • • • Tf^E,). Moreover,
EjE v±a&apos;EEJ9 EtE t&gt;*a*EE,.

Proof. (i-v) is obvious by results in sections 2 and 4. Now we prove (vi).

The assertion (a) is obvious. Note that E T~a&apos; +J Tr+\+2 &apos; &apos; &apos; T&apos;^iEj), we get
(b). The remain part of (vi) can be easily deduced from the définition relations of
U.

Let OtJ be the set of monomials in En Et +,,..., E} such that in any of which
Ek (i £k £j) appears exactly once. It is obvious that OtJ {EjE, EE} \ E g OtJ_l}
(we define OlJ_x similarly), so there are at most 2J~l éléments in OtJ. But each

élément E e Ya is a Q(#)-linear combination of éléments in OlJ9 thus (v) implies that
OtJ has exactly 2J~l éléments which are linearly independent over Q(v) (one also can

get this from PBW Theorem).
Using (vi) and induction on j — i it is easy to see that the determinate of the

transformation matrix from the set Fa to the set OtJ is ±(v~2 — l)°~l)2;~l~\
We give some properties for (wE, &lt;xkE\ E e Ya. We need the following lemma.

LEMMA 5.2. Given (w, ak) e Jf and let tqtq_l- - • t2tl be a reduced expression

ofw. If

tptp_xtp_2 • • • tx{ak) &lt; tp.xtp.2 • • • /,(«*) ^ tp_2 - • • /,(«*) ^ ^ *,(«*) ^ ak

for some 1 &lt;p ^ q, then (w, &lt;xk) is shortable.

Proof The élément (w, ak) is obvious shortable when there exists some simple
reflection s in ât(w) {s, \wst£w, ie[l9n]} such that ,s(a*) 0Lk. Suppose that
there exists no simple reflection s in 3t{w) such that s^a*.) &lt;xky then #£$(w) 1 or
2. When 0i(w) 1, it is easy to see that w u • sksk_ i or w u • $*$*+1 for some

« 6 FK, so (w, a^)is shortable. When #ât(w) 2, we hâve 0t{w) {sk^usk+ï}9 and

w ^w^ - smismi_l - - sk+2sk+isnisni_ï - - sk_2sk_x for some
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where wxsk is the shortest élément in the coset wWk, W&apos;k is the subgroup of W
generated by those 5, such that 1 # k. Our assumption on 3t(w) implies that
w, w2sk -snt2sm2_l &apos;-sk + 2sk+lsn2sn2_l • -sk_2sk_x or w2sk • sm2sm2_x

&apos; &apos; &apos;

sk + 2sk+1 or W2sk &apos;

sn2sn2-1
&apos; &apos; &apos; sk-2sk-\ f°r some m2&gt;k, ti2 &lt;k, where w2sk is

the shortest élément in the coset wxWk. If m2^mx or n2£nx, we hâve

w u • sksk _ j or w u - sksk + j for some m g W, so the assertion is true. If m2 &lt; mx
and n2 &gt; nx, we continue this process, finally we see that w u • sksk _ 1 or
w w • .?*.?* + j for some u e W, which is what we need.

REMARK. In gênerai Lemma 5.2 is not true. For type D4, let
w 52^i^3545i2^i^3^4, then (w, a2) is the shortest élément in (w, &lt;x2)~, but
w(a2) &lt;s2w(a2), so Lemma 5.2 is false for type D4. Hère we number the simple
roots in R as usual.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let E T?T
i)e/a. 7fen
(i) We /ïai^e wE stwE if al+x — 1,

E&quot; 77L-V

Sj\vG if a} aJ_x(ii) We hâve wE sksk+x -
j&gt;k&gt; U where G Tj-Jx • • • TklTpsf • • • rfî,V(i?,).

(iii) PF^ ^a^ wE uE - wakEfor some uEe Wa_&lt;Xi_Xj

Wa_at_(Xj {e}). Moreover wE wa/C/? when kE 1 or /
(iv) We hâve #{E e Ya\kE k} 7/

différent reduced expressions ofwak£;.
(v) Set Y^k {EeYa\kE=k} (i £ k ±j\ then

1/^ 1, where

• ak + x -1, ak l,

(x--&lt;xt—(xJ$R&apos;h we set

^H is also the number of

Proof (i) Note that we also hâve E T~a&lt; + » Tr+i + 2... T~&quot;\(Ej)9 we see that
(i) was already proved in the argument of Corollary 4.6 (ii).

(ii) Let w sksk +, • • • 5,wG and let wE 5^5/, + x- • • ^w,, 1 &lt;h &lt;j. Then

Tw(Ek) E for some fc e [ij - 1] (in fact k =kG). Since w, wEeW^ by Proposition

2.12 (i) we can find some x e Wa such that w wE- x. But h^oc*) a, we

necessarily hâve x e Wa_a. This forces that /r h. We then hâve

TWl(Ek£) TWG(Ek). Therefore W! wG since w£ is the shortest élément in &amp;~l(E).

The assertion (ii) is proved.

(iii) If kE / or 7, by Lemma 5.2 we see that wE w^^ If kE¥sJ, by the proof
of (ii) we see that wE shsh+, • • • SjWG, kE kG for some h e [i + 1,/], G g yjy(a).

Using induction hypothesis we know that wG uG •
w5y(a)Jkc for some

«g e ^(a) _ at _ ay _,. So we hâve SjUG uGsr Note that 5ywJ/a)fikc7 w^kE, we see (iii)
is true in this case.
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From the proof of (ii) it is easy to see that kE k if and only if
# {m g [i + l,y] | am -1} k - i. Thus we get (v), and (iv) follows from 5.1 (v).

The proposition is proved.

5.4. We shall give a clear formula for the coproduct of a root vector. We need some

préparation.
Let a be as in 5.1. For any p eNR+, let c(P) be the number of connected

components of /?. When J? ^ a, c(P) is just the minimal number of roots in R+
whose sum is p.

Let E TyTa/sxx • • • T^(Et) 77&quot;&apos;+1 T~_?\ + 2 • • • Ty°\(Ej) be a root vector
in 7a. Let PeNR+ be such that p ^ a. If p 0 we set £&gt; 1, A^ 1, if
0 a* +a*+1 + • • • + af {izkzizj) we set £&gt; 7Y&apos;77&apos;_V • • • 7^^^,
Kp KlKl_l- - - Kk+xKk&gt; if P\9...9Pc(fi) are connected components of j? and

P Pl + -- + Pm, we set Efi=Efil... EfieW, Kfi Kfil... Kfim. The éléments

Ep,Kp are well defined since for différent connected components /?A,j?m we hâve

We define XE inductively as follows: If y — i ^ 2, we set

Assume that A^ is well defined for Ef Tffîsx1 • •. T^22(El + l) e
a&apos; a — a,, when a, +, 1, we set

^e {y + «„ ?&apos; | 7, 7&apos; e XP9 &lt;x&apos; - y&apos;&gt; aI+,};

when ûi+ — 1, we set

** {y + «m y71 y» y&apos; e Jr^, y * al+,}.

Now we can state our second main resuit.

THEOREM 5.5.

(i) Keep the notations in 5.4, then

A(E)= S {v~x -v^-^ + ^-^E^,®^.
yeXE

{When dj • • • at+, 1, this formula appears in [R].)

(ii) V1
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Proof. When j i, it follows from the définition of the coproduct. Now assume
that j &gt; i. Let E&apos; T^T^_~xl... T^22(El+l) e Y*, a&apos; a - a,. We use induction
on j — i.

If 0,+1 1, then (see 5.1 (vi)) E v~lEtE&apos; — E&apos;Et. By induction hypothesis we
get

(1)

If yr ^ ai+ then we hâve

(2) E.K^vK.E^EpE^E^.

v-xEtEy-EYEt £/ + ai, JE,tf, KtEp, c(y&apos; + a,) c(y&apos;).

If j?&apos; ^ otl+ then we hâve

(3) i;-1^ -^^ E, + ai, KYEt £^/5 cO8&apos; + a,) ctf*).

£/ + a|, f&gt;A, vKtEp9 c(y&apos; + az) c(y&apos;) + 1.

If ai+ -1, then (see 5.1 (vi)) E v~yEfEt - EtE\ By induction hypothesis
we get

(4)

If y&apos;
&gt; al+,, then we hâve

(5) ^ ^£,, ^ ^ ^^ Ep + at,
c(p&apos; + a,) c(jî&apos;

t;&quot;1^^ - EtEY £/ + B|, J^A, KtEp, c{y&apos; + a,)
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If /?&apos; ^ &lt;xl +1, then we hâve

(6) v-lErE,

EtEy=EyEn

T + a,)

Combine (1-6) and the définition of XE we see (i) is true. (ii). It follows from
Theorem 4.7.

The theorem is proved.

REMARK. For other types it is not difficult to get the formula A(E) for E e Ya

when the jl9j2, • • • JmJm+\ are pairwise différent (see Proposition 4.8 for
notations).

5.6. We shall write EtJ for the root vector TJTJ_l • • • Tt + ,(£,). In particular we
hâve En Et. The set {EtJ \ 1 &lt;&gt;i &lt;&gt;j &lt;&gt;n} first appears in [J] and corresponds to the
reduced expression snsn_lsn_2sn_lsn • • • sxs2 • • • sn_2sn_ xsn of the longest élément

of W (see [L2]). In this subsection we list some formulas concerned with Eip
FtJ Q{EtJ)y KtJ TjTj_ i

- - - Tl+ i(Kt), one can prove them by direct computations
or see [Ll, R] for some of them.

The indices i,j9 k, l always indicate numbers in [1, n], and M, N always indicate
non-negative positives, we also assume that i &lt;&gt;j and k ^ /.

EtJEkl

EMEip

vEktEtJ,

v-lEkiEtJ,

vEtl &apos;+ vEklEtJ,

ifj &lt; k - 1 or k &lt; i &lt;&gt;j &lt; /,

iîk&lt;i &lt;j /,

if i k &lt;&gt;j &lt; l or i &lt; k &lt;j /, (dO)

if j k - 1,

if i&lt;k£j&lt;L

we set where if
n ^ 1, [0]! 1. Let c be an integer, we set

iy&apos; FF J Afy p

N J rU i?r-i;-&apos;

iîj&lt;k-\ oxk&lt; i &lt;Lj &lt; L

^ if k&lt;i &lt;j /.

(dl)

(d2)
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if / k £j &lt; l, or i &lt;k

p &gt; 0,q 2 0
AT

0 S « s M,N

if i &lt;k &lt;.j &lt;/.

1
FklEu ¦

FuEv + v-^v-v-^Fj+ijKiït

if j&lt;k or k &lt;i t

0 &lt;¦ t &lt;. M,N
(f - o

I

L

if y &lt;k or k&lt;

if i&lt;k £j l

ifi=k&lt;.j&lt;l

if i k,j l,

if i

0 &lt;. t £ M,N
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(d3)

(d4)

(d5)

(eO)

(el)

(e2)

if i k&lt;&gt;j&lt;l. (e3)

(v -v~l)&apos;[t]\FkN, ~&apos;&gt;)

¦ Ki}ES!f ~ *E% _, if i &lt; * *j &lt; l. (e5)

We hâve XEij {0, a,,, aM+,,..., a,,} (see 5.4 for notations), so we get

A(EtJ) ElJ (fO)
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à(E^)= E ZmKmEm®E&apos;m, (fl)
mQ,ml,tnl _j_ \ m. 2ï 0

where m (m0, mn ml+,,..., my), Km K^K^&apos;^i K?/9

Em Efy-^Epff - • • EftljEfio), E&apos;m E^E^&apos;S^ • • • £^&gt;.

V (gO)

(gl)

Note that y^) TtTl+i &quot; &apos; TJ_l(EJ) is also a root vector.
Apply Q one can get more formulas.
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